
Partnerships
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Instructor's comments have been added for your benefit.  Be sure to click on each of the yellow notes; hovering on them will reveal SOME of the information -- clicking will allow you to scroll to read the entire comment.  There may be more than one note on a page.



Partnerships

rgregg
This lecture is a continuation of topics covered in previous chapters.  Several chapters ago we began what I call a "march through the balance sheet."  We have covered cash, receivables, inventory, and plant assets.In addition, in first semester, most of our assumptions were about businesses owned by one owner.  In the next few chapters we will continue using the balance sheet as our outline, and we will consider alternate forms of ownership -- beginning with partnerships -- businesses owned by more than one owner.



P  Characteristics
P  Investments
P  Division of Income (Loss)
P  Admitting
P  Withdrawal
P  Liquidation

Partnerships

Overview

rgregg
In this presentation we should touch on some of the major points which will be emphasized in the chapter.CHARACTERISTICS:  What characteristics do partnerships have?  how are they different for other forms of ownership?INVESTMENTS:  How do owners start business as partnerships?DIVISION OF INCOME:  What happens when partners are successful and are ready to divide up the income which they have earned?  Or if unsuccessful, how do they share the losses?ADMITTING:  Successful businesses often have others requesting to become owners of the business as well.  Businesses that are struggling sometimes need fresh ideas or additional capital which might be acquired from a new partner joining the business.  How would we go about admitting a new partner to the organization?WITHDRAWAL:  What happens if a partner decides to retire from the partnership/  What if a partner dies?  What happens to the assets of the partnership when a partner is no longer going to be part of the partnership?LIQUIDATION:  Finally, what happens when the business decides to go out of business.  What is the process and how are the assets of the business to be allocated among the partners.



Partnerships

Characteristics

rgregg
Just because we are shifting to a new assumption about ownership, does not mean all the other things we have learned are not still true.Debits and credits still equal.  Cash still goes on the balance sheet.  Rent Expense still has a normal debit balance.  There are still four steps in closing entries, and so on.Assuming we know and remember a lot about previous topics, we are concerned about what things are DIFFERENT about partnerships.  Let's consider some of those differences.



P  responsible for acts of other partners

Partnerships

Characteristics

rgregg
One consideration as people contemplate whether to choose to become a partnership is that each partner in a partnership is responsible for the actions of the other partners.Obviously, this could be a good characteristic or a bad characteristic depending on the circumstances.We think we know other people well.  Yet family members, spouses, roommates, and others sometimes let us down.  The same can be true with business partners.   When entering into a business partnership agreement, owners will likely get to know their partners much better than they knew before this arrangement.



P  responsible for acts of other partners
P  unlimited liability

Partnerships

Characteristics

rgregg
Partners in partnerships have UNLIMITED liability.  This should be contrasted with owners (called "stockholders") of corporations (the topic in the next two chapters) who have LIMITED liability.  Now would be a good time to attempt to understand both situations.LIMITED LIABILITY:  Pretend that a corporation has attempted to do well, but have been unsuccessful.  Debts incurred exceed their assets, and the corporation has decided to go out of business.  The accounting equation reminds us that creditors' claims on assets come before owners' claims.  When assets are distributed to creditors, but there are not enough assets to satisfy the claims of all the creditors, the characteristic of limited and unlimited liability become so important.  Unsatisfied creditors will likely come to the corporation looking to be satisfied (looking for more assets); finding no more assets, they would like to go to the individual owners for satisfaction and relief -- trying to get some of the personal assets of the owners.  However, remember owners of corporations have LIMITED liability.  The corporation acts as a shield for the owners; their assets are safe from the unsatisfied creditors.Another way of saying it is all an owner of a corporation can lose is their original investment.  Their personal assets are safe from potential creditors.Unlimited liability is covered in the next note.

rgregg
Be sure you have read the first note about LIMITED LIABILITY first.Let's consider a similar situation.  Pretend that owners have been operating a partnership; they obviously have been attempting to be successful, but they have not been, and have decided to go out of business.Creditors' claims on assets are greater than owners' claims and creditors' claims must be satisfied first.  (Remember the accounting equation?)  When all the assets are distributed to creditors, and there are not enough assets to satisfy the creditors, they will first look to the entity -- the partnership -- for more assets.  Finding none, the creditors will then go to the personal assets of the individual owners seeking satisfaction for the debts.  Each owner's personal bank account, saving account, house, car, and retirement plan are all  at risk since partners in partnerships have UNLIMITED liability.Now, here is a concept question for you:Given this one characteristic alone, would you rather be a partner in a partnership or a stockholder of a corporation?Think a moment and answer the question to yourself before proceeding.You should have answered "stockholder in a corporation."  Limited liability is better than unlimited liability.



P  responsible for acts of other partners
P  unlimited liability
P  agreement is contract

Partnerships

Characteristics

rgregg
The agreement which partners make is a contract between them.  The agreement can be verbal, and if it is, it is also legally binding.  However, most business people realize how important it is to get the agreement in writing.The written agreement should cover major points with might occur in the future, such as ...What happens when we are successful?  How shall we divide up the profits?What if we are unsuccessful?  How should we share the losses?What if someone wants to join our partnership?  How shall we admit them?What if one of us what to retire or withdraw or even die?  How shall our assets be handled?These are but a few of many, many things that should be handled in a written p/s agreement.  It is always best to anticipate what might happen in the future and plan for it ahead of them.  Without such a plan, partners who are affected will likely be biased to their own position and will likely be unable to see the situation clearly.Note:  Where there is no written agreement, profits are to be shared equally.  Unless specifically stated to the contrary, losses are to be shared in the same proportion as profits.



P  responsible for acts of other partners
P  unlimited liability
P  agreement is contract
P  limited life

Partnerships

Characteristics

rgregg
Another characteristic different between partnerships and corporations which should be contrasted is LIMITED LIFE vs UNLIMITED LIFE.Partnerships have limited life.  Corporations have unlimited life.  Let's understand this a bit better.LIMITED LIFE:  The life of a partnership is limited to the composition of a particular group of partners at a particular time.  Say that A, B, and C are partners;  D comes along and is admitted to the partnership.  Technically, the old p/s ceases to exist and a new one is formed.Furthermore, if W, X, Y, and Z are partners, and if Z dies, again, the older p/s goes away and a new one begins at the next moment.  Now those of us who shop there may not realize it ... their address and phone number will be the same ... but a new p/s is formed none the less.UNLIMITED LIFE:  Corporations have unlimited life.  The corporation continues on even when the ownership changes.  Hopefully you are aware that thousands of shares of stock potentially change hands every day; these changes are described to us on the nightly news.  Yet even when the changes, the corporation continues on because it has unlimited life. 



P  responsible for acts of other partners
P  unlimited liability
P  agreement is contract
P  limited life
P  capital and drawing accounts

Partnerships

Characteristics

rgregg
When our assumption was businesses owned by one owner -- proprietorships -- we had one capital account and one drawing account for the owner.Partnerships are similar to proprietorships is this respect.  There will be one capital account and one drawing account for EACH partner.Some of the national CPA firms have thousands of owners.  They usually operate as partnerships so they will have thousands of capital accounts and thousands of drawing accounts -- one for each owner.When we turn to corporations in the next two chapters we will discover this, too, is a distinctive characteristic.



P  responsible for acts of other partners
P  unlimited liability
P  agreement is contract
P  limited life
P  capital and drawing accounts
P  income tax

Partnerships

Characteristics

rgregg
Personally, I think the contrast of income tax consequences for partnerships and other forms of organization is interesting.  I hope you will, too.Did you notice that this is the first time we mentioned income tax up to this point?  The main reason for that is that proprietorships (our assumption to this point) are not responsible for paying income tax as an entity.Follow the other comparison on the next few slides.



Files
Return?

Proprietorship
Partnership
Corporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison
(no blank provided in note-taking guide)

rgregg
The first question is, as an entity, are each of these entities responsible for filling a tax return?Click on to find out.  Guess before you click to make it more fun.



Files
Return?

NoProprietorship
Partnership
Corporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison

rgregg
Thus, why income taxes as a topic were not mentioned until now.



Files
Return?

NoProprietorship
YesPartnership

Corporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison

rgregg
Thus, why the topic IS being mentioned now!
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Return?

NoProprietorship
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Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison



PaysFiles
Tax?Return?

NoProprietorship
YesPartnership
YesCorporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison

rgregg
Here's the question this time:  Is the ENTITY mentioned responsible for paying income taxes?Keep clicking to find out answers.  Make note of any surprises.



PaysFiles
Tax?Return?
NoNoProprietorship

YesPartnership
YesCorporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison



PaysFiles
Tax?Return?
NoNoProprietorship
NoYesPartnership

YesCorporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison

rgregg
Huuummmm....  does this seem inconsistent?



PaysFiles
Tax?Return?
NoNoProprietorship
NoYesPartnership

YesYesCorporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison



IncomePaysFiles
Taxed?Tax?Return?

YesNoNoProprietorship
NoYesPartnership

YesYesCorporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison

rgregg
This time the question is this:  Is the INCOME subject to income tax?Again, look for inconsistencies and surprises.

rgregg
Well, well!  Here's an inconsistency and perhaps a surprise.  But it really shouldn't be.  This is the good ol' US of A!!!  Income IS subject to tax.However, it is up to the individual owner to report the profit of the business on his/her own personal tax return and pay the appropriate amount of income tax.



IncomePaysFiles
Taxed?Tax?Return?

YesNoNoProprietorship
YesNoYesPartnership

YesYesCorporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison

rgregg
Hhhuuummm...Let's see.  Files a return.  Doesn't pay tax.  But, oh no, the income IS subject to tax.Rats!  I thought for a moment there we had found the perfect form of business organization.  But, oh, yeah, this is the USA!!



IncomePaysFiles
Taxed?Tax?Return?

YesNoNoProprietorship
YesNoYesPartnership
YesYesYesCorporation

Partnerships

Income Tax Comparison



P  responsible for acts of other partners
P  unlimited liability
P  agreement is contract
P  limited life
P  capital and drawing accounts
P  income tax
P  reward is share of profits—not employee

Partnerships

Characteristics

rgregg
One of the important characteristics of a p/s that, for some reason is a hard one to grasp, is that owners are OWNERS and not employees.Later we'll call a portion of their share in earnings a "salary."  But it isn't really a salary because they are OWNERS.As stated, as owners, their reward is a share of the profits of the business.



Partnerships

Investments

rgregg
Let's consider how we would START a partnership.  In early chapters of our studies together, many of the exercises and homework problems described a transaction as "owner invested in the business."  How would we record that for a p/s?



P   Cash

Partnerships

Investments

rgregg
In the simplest form, an owner of the partnership might invest cash.  If so, the entry would be identical to the one recorded earlier for proprietorships:  debit cash, and credit the owner's capital account.



P   Cash
P   Other Assets

Partnerships

Investments

rgregg
When owners invest assets other than cash the situation is a bit more complicated.Perhaps two existing businesses -- competitors perhaps -- have decided to join forces and become one company.  All of the assets of the two businesses become the property of the one new business.The difficulty comes in determining the price at which the assets should be recorded to the new business.



P   Cash
P   Other Assets

Partnerships

Investments



P   Cash
P   Other Assets

Partnerships

Investments



P   Cash
P   Other Assets

Partnerships

Investments



P   Cash
P   Other Assets

Partnerships

Investments

“Cost” is agreed valuation
 of contributed assets

rgregg
Since there are no checks being written -- no invoices being processed, our customary COST is much more difficult to determine in this case."Cost" to the new business becomes the amount AGREED upon by the partners.  This is the amount at which the assets will be recorded in the journal entry.



Partnerships

Division of Income and Loss

rgregg
Division of income and loss is one of the topics we plan to emphasize in this chapter.  We will be working an exercise later in this presentation and one of the homework problems covers this topic.



P   when there is no agreement

Partnerships

Division of Income and Loss

rgregg
As mentioned previously, division of income and loss should certainly be covered in the written p/s agreement.When there is no agreement, state law prescribes that profit and loss must be shared equally.



P   when there is no agreement
P   agreement sometimes provides for:

Partnerships

Division of Income and Loss

rgregg
Partners often make unique contributions to the partnerships.  Their p/s agreement may attempt to reward them for their unique contribution.For instance, perhaps one individual has a great idea and time to make it work, yet no money.  Another person might have money to invest but no time to spend.  Together they might form and operate a successful partnership.  "Salary," "interest," or amounts invested might be part of the agreement which would attempt to reward them for their varied investments.



P   when there is no agreement
P   agreement sometimes provides for:

Partnerships

Division of Income and Loss

<original investment (ratio or “interest”)



P   when there is no agreement
P   agreement sometimes provides for:

Partnerships

Division of Income and Loss

<original investment (ratio or “interest”)
< time invested (“salary”)



P   when there is no agreement
P   agreement sometimes provides for:

Partnerships

Division of Income and Loss

<original investment (ratio or “interest”)
< time invested (“salary”)
< remainder



Partnerships

Admitting a New Partner



Pwhen transaction is outside the p/s, p/s
accounts are NOT affected

Partnerships

Admitting a New Partner

rgregg
We hope to work exercises in class this week to further illustrate these important differences.



Pwhen transaction is outside the p/s, p/s
accounts are NOT affected

Paccount equal to amount invested

Partnerships

Admitting a New Partner



Pwhen transaction is outside the p/s, p/s
accounts are NOT affected

Paccount equal to amount invested,  
bonus to OLD partners

Partnerships

Admitting a New Partner



Pwhen transaction is outside the p/s, p/s
accounts are NOT affected

Paccount equal to amount invested,  
bonus to OLD partners, or                 
bonus to NEW partner

Partnerships

Admitting a New Partner



Pwhen transaction is outside the p/s, p/s
accounts are NOT affected

Paccount equal to amount invested,  
bonus to OLD partners, or                 
bonus to NEW partner

Partnerships

Admitting a New Partner



Partnerships

Withdrawal of a Partner



Pwhen partner takes more than capital
account balance

Partnerships

Withdrawal of a Partner



Pwhen partner takes more than capital
account balance

Pwhen partner takes less than capital
account balance

Partnerships

Withdrawal of a Partner

rgregg
Even when weather permits, we have difficulty covering all the possible topics in a chapter.  These topics are covered well in the textbook, but won't to mentioned in great detail in class.



Partnerships

Liquidation

rgregg
Liquidation is the process of winding up the affairs of the company and going out of business.This IS one of the topics we hope to emphasize this week.  We plan to go over these steps is great detail in first discussion group this week.  The two homework assignments for second discussion group are on this topic.



Partnerships

Liquidation
(going out of business)



Partnerships

Liquidation
(going out of business)

1. a. Convert non-cash assets to cash 



Partnerships

Liquidation
(going out of business)

1. a. Convert non-cash assets to cash
(realization).



Partnerships

Liquidation
(going out of business)

1. a. Convert non-cash assets to cash
(realization).

b. Distribute any gain or loss to partners
according to their agreement.



Partnerships

Liquidation
(going out of business)

1. a. Convert non-cash assets to cash
(realization).

b. Distribute any gain or loss to partners
according to their agreement.

2. Pay the creditors.



Partnerships

Liquidation
(going out of business)

1. a. Convert non-cash assets to cash
(realization).

b. Distribute any gain or loss to partners
according to their agreement.

2. Pay the creditors.
3. Distribute cash to partners according to

their claims 



Partnerships

Liquidation
(going out of business)

1. a. Convert non-cash assets to cash
(realization).

b. Distribute any gain or loss to partners
according to their agreement.

2. Pay the creditors.
3. Distribute cash to partners according to

their claims (evidenced by their capital
balances).



Partnerships

Liquidation
(going out of business)

1. a. Convert non-cash assets to cash
(realization).

b. Distribute any gain or loss to partners
according to their agreement.

2. Pay the creditors.
3. Distribute cash to partners according to

their claims (evidenced by their capital
balances).

rgregg
The two operative words here are AGREEMENT and CLAIMS.  There are two things to be distributed (profit/loss and cash) and two ways to distribute them.  Perhaps from this slide you could say the words that would mean the right answer.  Hopefully, you will understand the true meaning of these expressions with further explanation in class and after doing your homework assignments.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

rgregg
Since division of income and loss IS one of the major topics being emphasized this week, let's work an exercise to illustrate the main points.Read the exercise to yourself, please.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

rgregg
If it is a more simplified allocation, the schedule may not  be necessary.  For multi-step allocations such as them one, it is a good idea to be systematic and thorough.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total

Total 60,000

rgregg
The schedule does not have to be this big nor do the lines have to be drawn with a ruler.We do, however, need a column for each partner and then a TOTAL column.  In addition, we need one line for each provision in the agreement to be allocated as well as a line for the total.

rgregg
I usually begin by realizing the amount which we are to allocate.  Writing it in as the desired result gives us a goal/parameter to work toward.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total

Total 60,000

rgregg
I cannot overemphasize the importance of the TOTAL column.  Most times when student miss the solution, it seems they would have done better had they included the TOTAL column.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest"

Total 60,000

rgregg
This is a misnomer -- not a very good work to describe what this really is.  It is NOT truly interest.  It IS an allocation of net income.  Remember, we are allocating to owners -- not creditors (if it were interest).We call it "interest" because it is usually a reward for allowing their money to be used in the company.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest"
"Salary"

Total 60,000

rgregg
This is not a good word either.  We are NOT allocating "salary" to EMPLOYEES, but rather we ARE allocating net income to OWNERS -- partners of the business.  We call it "salary" because it is usually based on the amount of time spent.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest"
"Salary"
Remainder
Total 60,000



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000
"Salary"
Remainder
Total 60,000



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary"
Remainder
Total 60,000



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000
Remainder
Total 60,000

rgregg
Refer to the problem and make the calculations yourself.  Be sure you see where these results come from.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder
Total 60,000

rgregg
Here's where the total column comes in so handy -- where the benefit can really be seen.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder 15,000
Total 60,000



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder 10,000 15,000
Total 60,000

rgregg
The agreement states the remainder is to be shared 2:1 (stated "two to one").  It is as if the sum (2 + 1) becomes the denominator of the fraction; each partner's share becomes the numerator to complete the fraction.The remainder is $15,000 to be allocated 2/3 and 1/3 to the two partners.  Two-thirds of $15,000 is $10,000 seen here.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder 10,000 5,000 15,000
Total 60,000

rgregg
It follows that 1/3 of $15,000 would be Dale's share:  $5,000.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder 10,000 5,000 15,000
Total 31,000 60,000

rgregg
Now sum the columns.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(a) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $60,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder 10,000 5,000 15,000
Total 31,000 29,000 60,000

rgregg
Never, never, never do a calculations like this without going one step further and "cross-footing."  It's a procedure we covered in the special journals chapter. Before you rely on this information, but sure the sum of the partners' columns is equal to the total column.  If not, go back and find your mistake.  If so, proceed.



What’s the point?
Why did we do all that?



Closing Entry

Income Summary 60,000
    Chip, Capital   31,000
    Dale, Capital       29,000

rgregg
We did all that (the schedule of income allocation) in order to make the entry for the third step in closing entries.Teacher:  Hey, class, how many steps are there in closing entries?Students:  FOUR!Teacher:  And what do you close in the first step?Students:  REVENUE!Teacher:  Second step?Students:  EXPENSES!!Teacher:  Third step?Students:  INCOME SUMMARY!!Teacher:  Precisely!  For a proprietorship there was only one owner.  All the income was allocated to the one owner.  But in a partnership we much know the amount to allocate to EACH partner ... thus the need for the schedule on the previous slide and for the entry which you see here.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000..

rgregg
Same facts.  Different amount of net income.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest"
"Salary"
Remainder
Total 18,000

rgregg
Remember:  Have one column for each partner ... and don't forget the TOTAL column.  It is VERY important!!!

rgregg
Have one row for each step of the allocation according to the agreement, and have one row for the totals.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary"
Remainder
Total 18,000



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder
Total 18,000



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder
Total 18,000

rgregg
Again, here's the benefit of having a TOTAL column.



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder (27,000)
Total 18,000

rgregg
Be sure to do the math yourself.And, go ahead, make the allocations before you see the answers pop up on the slides which follow.

rgregg
When asked the name of this total, some students incorrectly answer "net loss."  No, it is not a net loss ... look at the total of the column which states there was a net income this year.  However, since it is a negative number, a better term would be "negative remainder."



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder (9,000) (27,000)
Total 18,000



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder (18,000) (9,000) (27,000)
Total 18,000



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder (18,000) (9,000) (27,000)
Total 3,000 18,000



Exercise — Division of Income
Chip and Dale have capital balances of $60,000 and
$40,000, respectively.  The partnership income sharing
agreement provides for (1) interest at 10% on their capital
balances, (2) salaries of $15,000 and $20,000, (3) and the
remainder divided in a 2:1 ratio.  

(b) Prepare a schedule showing the division of net income
assuming net income is $18,000.

Chip Dale Total
"Interest" 6,000 4,000 10,000
"Salary" 15,000 20,000 35,000
Remainder (18,000) (9,000) (27,000)
Total 3,000 15,000 18,000

rgregg
Can you make the journal entry based on this information.? It isn't on the next slide, but you try it yourself anyway.
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